FT-30M waterproof exterior mounting enclosure

**product description**

The waterproof hinged clear lid enclosure allows access to the functions of the FT-30M indicator. It comprises an IP66 lockable enclosure with hinged clear lid, rear flanged mounts, a panel mount face plate and screws. Installers are required to drill cable entries and fit cable-connectors to suit the application.

**key features**

- Hinged lid rated at IP66
- Screwed lid rated at IP68
- Polycarbonate box & clear lid
- Stainless steel, lockable latch

**dimensions (mm)**

- **Front view**
  - clear lid with FT-30M face plate
  - 244.5 (9.6)
  - 216 (8.5)
  - 170.7 (6.72)

- **Rear view**
  - with polycarbonate flanges
  - 225.6 (8.86)
  - 222 (8.75)

- **Side View**
  - 101.6 (4.0)
  - 122 (4.82)